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2Assessment of Science & Technology 
Achievement Project (ASAP)
Contexts
– New (1998) Science & Technology curriculum in 
Ontario (Grades 1-8)
– Teachers lacking strong S&T backgrounds
– Rapid growth in importance of assessment
? International assessment (TIMSS & PISA)
?Provincial assessment (Math & Language)
?Classroom assessment (all subject areas)
– YSIMSTE consortium with school districts 
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3Goals of new S&T curriculum
• Knowledge and understanding
– To understand the basic concepts of science 
and technology
• Skills
– To develop the skills, strategies, and habits of 
mind required for scientific inquiry and 
technological design
• Making STSE connections
– To relate scientific and technological knowledge 
to each other and to the world outside the 
school
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4Assessment Principles
• Assessment is something we do with students, not 
to them
• Assessment should promote learning, not just 
measure it
• Assessment methods must match curriculum goals 
(validity)
• Assessment methods must permit accurate scoring 
(reliability)
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5Traditional classroom assessment
• Heavy emphasis on written tests and quizzes
• Focus on memorization of terms and facts
• Curriculum goals:
– #1 partially assessed
– #2 poorly assessed
– #3 poorly assessed
• Need for teacher professional development and new 
assessment resources for Science & Technology, 
especially Performance Assessment 
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6Performance Assessment
• A method of assessment in which a student’s 
“performance” on a carefully structured task is 
evaluated using selected criteria
• Tasks are designed to enable students to 
demonstrate desired knowledge and skills 
through the performance of the task
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7Performance Tasks
• They are usually intended to be the 
culminating activity in a course or unit
• They may be conducted individually or in 
groups
• They may (and usually do) involve the 
conduct of laboratory investigations
• The procedures are as important as the 
products 
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8Characteristics of Good Performance 
Tasks
• The student performs, creates, or demonstrates some 
significant skills or knowledge
• The tasks in which the students are engaged should 
be meaningful activities.  They should (ideally) be real-
life problems with real-world constraints and 
applications
• There are clear expectations of performance
• The tasks are carefully crafted to measure what they 
purport to measure (validity) 
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9Characteristics of Good Performance 
Tasks
• Students should have some choice in selecting or 
shaping the tasks.  They can even be provided to 
students in advance
• They enable independent assessment of the various 
criteria of good performance
• They enable accurate judgments based on 
observation of clearly defined behaviours (reliability)
• They demonstrate to the students what is required for 
improvement 
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Planning for Performance Assessment
1.  Changing the Planning Paradigm
From
“topic – teaching – assessment”
To
“outcomes – assessment – teaching”
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Planning for Performance Assessment
2. Decide on a Culminating Task
Culminating tasks are not reflections of the teaching 
strategies but are independent demonstrations of 
what students know and can do
e.g.  the difference between “knowing the rules of 
the game” and “being able to play the game”
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Planning for Performance Assessment
3. Develop subtasks and related questions
• Logical breakdown of overall task into sub-tasks
• Students should not be given recipes if they are 
supposed to demonstrate strategic knowledge and 
skills
• Determine appropriate and authentic outputs of the 
task (including use of results, reports, presentations 
etc.)
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Planning for Performance Assessment
4. Design Task-Specific Scoring Rubric(s)
• Determine relevant criteria from learning goals
– Understandings
– Skills
– Attitudes (e.g. work habits, accuracy, safety, 
teamwork)
• Determine levels of achievement (as many as 
appropriate)
• Determine characteristics of each level for each 
criterion
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Planning for Performance Assessment
5. Develop Detailed Task Specifications (1)
• Student Information
– Overview
– Materials & equipment
– Safety considerations
– Timelines
– Reporting requirements
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Planning for Performance Assessment
5. Develop Detailed Task Specifications (2)
• Teacher Information
– Curriculum connections
– Prior knowledge and skills expected
– Cross curriculum links
– Administrative considerations
?Student groupings
?Safety precautions
?Materials and equipment
– Scoring rubrics and other evaluation tools
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ASAP Assessment of Performance
Link to ASAP Exemplars
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